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A B S T R A C T

Laser beam shaping offers remarkable possibilities to control and optimise process stability and tailor material
properties and structure in laser-based welding and additive manufacturing. However, little is known about
the influence of laser beam shaping on the complex melt-pool behaviour, solidified melt-track bead profile
and microstructural grain morphology in laser material processing. A simulation-based approach is utilised in
the present work to study the effects of laser beam intensity profile and angle of incidence on the melt-pool
behaviour in conduction-mode laser melting of stainless steel 316L plates. The present high-fidelity physics-
based computational model accounts for crucial physical phenomena in laser material processing such as
complex laser–matter interaction, solidification and melting, heat and fluid flow dynamics, and free-surface
oscillations. Experiments were carried out using different laser beam shapes and the validity of the numerical
predictions is demonstrated. The results indicate that for identical processing parameters, reshaping the laser
beam leads to notable changes in the thermal and fluid flow fields in the melt pool, affecting the melt-track
bead profile and solidification microstructure. The columnar-to-equiaxed transition is discussed for different
laser-intensity profiles.
1. Introduction

Laser beam melting offers unique controllability and high spa-
tial and temporal precision in manufacturing high-integrity metallic
products and has been utilised in many industries [1]. Melting and
solidification in laser welding and additive manufacturing considerably
affect local microstructural features (i.e. solidification morphology,
grain size and crystallographic texture) [2–5] and the macroscale struc-
ture and properties of the material [6–8]. Studies have demonstrated
that internal flow behaviour in melt pools has a significant influence
on melting and subsequent solidification [9,10], hence it needs to
be controlled effectively to achieve the desired properties [11]. How-
ever, controlling internal flow behaviour in laser welding and additive
manufacturing is challenging mainly due to the complexity of molten
metal flow dynamics and high sensitivity to changes in process parame-
ters [12–14]. Therefore, understanding underlying physical phenomena
in laser melting (i.e. laser–matter interaction, heat and molten metal
flow, and solid–liquid phase transformation) is crucial for effective
control of the melt-pool behaviour.

∗ Corresponding author.
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Previous studies suggest laser intensity profile as a critical factor in-
fluencing the processing window, melt-pool shape and dimension, and
product quality in laser welding and additive manufacturing [15–19].
Changes in the laser intensity profile in such processes affect heating
and cooling cycles by influencing convection in the melt pool [20]
and hence can lead to changes in thermal gradients and solidification
growth rates [21–23]. Advancements in optics and laser technology
have opened up new possibilities for modulating spatial and temporal
laser intensity profiles with high resolution, which is beneficial to
enhancing process stability and control in laser material processing.
Various techniques have been developed to tailor laser beam shape,
which are reviewed comprehensively elsewhere [24,25]. However,
the influence of tuning spatial laser intensity profile (commonly known
as laser beam shaping) on internal flow behaviour has been overlooked
and only sparsely investigated, particularly concerning conduction-
mode laser melting, which serves as the foundation for numerous weld-
ing and additive manufacturing techniques. Moreover, the design and
optimisation of laser intensity profile usually relies on trial-and-error
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experiments that are generally expensive and time-consuming [26,27].
This highlights the necessity of developing reliable predictive models
that facilitate design-space exploration and process optimisation within
a reasonable timeframe.

Studies on the effect of laser beam shaping in fusion welding and
additive manufacturing, to a great extent, are experimental and focus
primarily on measuring melt-pool shape and the resulting solidifica-
tion texture and microstructural properties (see for instance [2,15,18,
28,29]). High-fidelity numerical simulations supplement experimental
studies by providing a better insight into the complex heat and fluid
flow in melt pools and associated melting and solidification, supporting
the development of process design and optimisation for laser-based
manufacturing. Han and Liou [30] developed a three-dimensional com-
putational model and studied the effects of employing a rectangular
and three different axisymmetric laser intensity profiles on the evo-
lution of thermal and fluid flow fields in stationary laser melting
of a stainless steel alloy (AISI 304). In their model, Han and Liou
[30] neglected the influence of surface-active elements on Marangoni
flow pattern. Safdar et al. [31] conducted three-dimensional numerical
simulations to study the effects of different rectangular beam shapes
on thermal and fluid flow fields in laser melting of a mild steel alloy
(EN-43 A). They neglected the influence of surface-active elements on
the Marangoni flow pattern in their model and assumed that the melt-
pool surface is flat and does not deform during the process. Numerical
predictions of laser beam welding of aluminium-copper alloys reported
by Rasch et al. [32] showed that the average surface temperature and
resulting recoil pressure changes notably when using different beam
shapes with comparable laser powers. Roehling et al. [3,4] studied
the effects of elliptical laser beam shapes on the resulting microstruc-
ture of stainless steel 316L in laser powder-bed additive manufacturing
and demonstrated experimentally that microstructure grain nucleation
and morphology could be controlled using the laser beam shaping tech-
nique. Later, Shi et al. [5] developed a cellular automaton model to pre-
dict solidification grain structure using elliptical laser beam shapes in
laser powder-bed additive manufacturing and employed a thermal-fluid
model to predict the evolution of the thermal field during the process.
The influence of surface-active elements on Marangoni flow pattern was
neglected in their thermal-fluid simulations. Focusing on conduction-
mode laser melting of Ti6Al4V alloy, Abadi et al. [33] numerically
studied the effects of using elliptical and circular beams with a Gaussian
intensity profile on molten metal flow behaviour and melt-pool shape.
In these studies, the effects of surface morphology, laser incidence
angle and temperature on local energy absorption are neglected and
the value of absorptivity is assumed to be constant. Neglecting these
factors limits the general applicability of the model in predicting melt-
pool behaviour for different laser intensity profiles and various laser
material processing scenarios. Despite the great potential of laser beam
shaping for improving process control and final product quality, very
little is known about the influence of various laser beam shapes on heat
and fluid flow in melt pools and the resulting bead quality.

The present work focuses on studying laser beam melting of metallic
substrates using different beam shapes, intensity profiles and laser
beam incidence angles. The analysis primarily concentrates on
conduction-mode laser melting, which forms the basis for a wide
variety of welding and additive manufacturing techniques. Due to
highly transient and complex molten metal flow behaviour, involving
multiple physical effects such as solid–liquid phase transformation,
laser-material interactions and free-surface oscillations, it is challeng-
ing to investigate the evolution of melt-pool behaviour using merely
trial-and-error experiments. In the present work, high-fidelity three-
dimensional numerical simulations are performed to describe geomet-
rical evolution and molten metal flow dynamics of the melt pool.
An enhanced laser absorptivity model [13] is utilised that takes into
account the effects of surface morphology, material composition and
surface temperature on local energy absorption. The model has been
3956

rigorously validated with experimental data acquired using various
laser beam shapes. Subsequently, the validated model is employed
to predict the effects of different laser intensity profiles on the melt-
pool behaviour and resulting solidification microstructure. The present
work offers a simulation-based approach to predict the effects of
laser beam shaping in conduction-mode laser melting and to explore
the design space for process optimisation at a reduced cost compared
to experiments.

2. Methods

Three-dimensional physics-based numerical simulations were per-
formed to study different beam shapes, intensity profiles and laser beam
incidence angles in conduction-mode laser melting. The geometrical
configuration of the problem, defined in a Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem, together with the prescribed boundary conditions and the beam
shapes studied in the present work are shown schematically in Fig. 1.
For beam shapes shown in Fig. 1(b), a uniform intensity profile was
employed. Beam shapes shown in Fig. 1(c) were produced by changing
the laser beam incidence angle about the 𝑥 or 𝑦 axes, and the beam had
a (pseudo-)Gaussian intensity profile. An Yb:YAG laser with an emission
wavelength (𝜆) of 1.030 × 10−6 m, a laser power (P) of 700W and
a focal spot diameter (𝑑b) of 1.5 × 10−3 m provides the thermal energy
flux required to locally melt the plate that is made of stainless steel
AISI 316L and is initially at room temperature (𝑇i = 300K). The laser
beam scans the surface at a fixed travel speed (V ) of 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1,
unless stated otherwise. To protect the molten material from oxidation,
an argon shielding gas was employed.

The computational model was developed based on the finite-volume
approach using a proprietary general-purpose solver, ANSYS Fluent
[34]. The volume-of-fluid (VOF) method [35] was employed to model
the movement of metal–gas interface. Details of the computational
model are explained in our previous works [12,13,36,37], and are
not repeated here. In the present work, temperature-dependent mate-
rial properties are employed for AISI 316L, and the values are taken
from [13]. The present model predicts multiple strongly-coupled phys-
ical processes that occur simultaneously during laser melting, such
as variable laser absorptivity, molten metal flow due to Marangoni
and thermal buoyancy forces, solid–liquid phase transformation and
melt-pool surface deformation caused by the violent internal flow and
the recoil pressure of metal vaporisation. Thermal and fluid flow fields
and associated melt-pool surface movements were predicted by solving
the conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy and a scalar
field, called volume fraction 𝜙 to capture the position of the melt-pool
surface, assuming that both the molten metal and argon are Newto-
nian fluids and that their densities are independent of any pressure
variations that occur during processing. These are defined as follows:
𝐷𝜌
𝐷𝑡

+ 𝜌 (∇ ⋅ 𝐮) = 0, (1)

𝜌𝐷𝐮
𝐷𝑡

= 𝜇∇2𝐮 − ∇𝑝 − 𝐶
(1 − 𝜓)2

𝜓3 + 𝜖
𝐮 + 𝐅s, (2)

𝐷ℎ
𝐷𝑡

= 𝑘
𝑐p

∇2ℎ − 𝜌
𝐷
(

𝜓f
)

𝐷𝑡
+ 𝑆q + 𝑆l, (3)

𝐷𝜙
𝐷𝑡

= 0. (4)

Here, 𝜌 is the density, 𝐮 the fluid velocity vector, 𝑡 the time,
𝜇 the dynamic viscosity, 𝑝 the pressure, 𝐶 the mushy-zone constant,
equal to 107 kgm−2 s−2 [38], 𝜖 a constant incorporated to avoid division
by zero, equal to 10−3, ℎ the sensible heat, 𝑘 the thermal conductivity,
𝑐p the specific heat capacity, f the latent heat of fusion, 𝜓 the local
liquid volume-fraction, and

(

𝜓f
)

the latent heat of the material.
The value of 𝜙 in a computational cell ranges between 0 and 1,
representing the volume-fraction of the metal phase. Marangoni shear
force, capillary force and recoil pressure are modelled by incorporating
the source term 𝐅s into the momentum equation (Eq. (2)) [13]. The en-

ergy input from the laser beam and heat losses from the workpiece
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of laser beam melting, plate dimensions and the boundary conditions prescribed in numerical simulations. (b) different beam shapes with uniform intensity
profile (the laser beam is perpendicular to the 𝑥-𝑦 plane), and (c) different beam shapes obtained by inclining the laser beam with (pseudo-)Gaussian intensity profile. Values
shown above each laser beam shape indicate the area of laser focal spot A .
due to convection, radiation and vaporisation are modelled by adding
the source term 𝑆q and the sink term 𝑆l to the energy equation (Eq. (3))
respectively [12,13]. The boundary conditions prescribed at the outer
boundaries of the computational domain are shown in Fig. 1. Spatial
and temporal variations of the laser absorptivity during the process
resulting from changes in surface temperature and laser beam incidence
angle were modelled using an enhanced absorption model that is
described in our previous work [13]. User-defined functions (UDFs)
were employed to implement the source and sink terms in the gov-
erning equations, the laser absorptivity and surface tension models.
The accuracy of the present computational model in predicting thermal
profile and molten metal flow dynamics in laser melting is thoroughly
investigated in our previous works [12,13,36,37] by comparing the nu-
merical results with experimental and theoretical data for different
laser systems and various laser beam intensity profiles and shapes.
The validity of the model is further investigated in the present work,
and the results are presented in Section 3.1.

The computational mesh consists of about 2 × 106 non-uniform
hexahedral cells with minimum cell spacing of 4 × 10−5 m close to
the gas–metal interface. The computational cell spacing was cho-
sen sufficiently fine to achieve at least 35 cells along the melt-pool
width, which is sufficient to obtain grid-independent numerical pre-
dictions [12,13,37]. The second-order central differencing scheme and
the first-order implicit formulation were employed for spatial and
temporal discretisation respectively. An explicit VOF method [39] was
employed to capture the gas–metal interface. The PISO (pressure-
implicit with splitting of operators) scheme [40] was employed for
resolving the pressure–velocity coupling, and the PRESTO (pressure
staggering option) scheme [41] was applied for the pressure interpo-
lation. To keep the value of the Courant number (Co = ‖𝐮‖𝛥𝑡∕𝛥𝑥) less
than 0.25, a fixed time-step size of 𝛥𝑡 = 1 × 10−6 s was employed.

The effects of laser beam shaping on microstructural grain structure
are studied by computing the values of solidification growth rate (𝑅)
3957
and thermal gradient (𝐺) at the computational grid points located in
the solidifying region (i.e. mushy region) as follows [5]:

𝐺 = ‖∇𝑇 ‖ =
√

∇𝑇 ⋅ ∇𝑇 , (5)

𝑅 = V ⋅ cos (𝛼) . (6)

Here, 𝛼 is the angle between the maximum heat flow direction and
the scanning direction, and is determined as follows:

𝛼 = arccos
(

𝜕𝑇 ∕𝜕𝑦
𝐺

)

. (7)

The values of solidification growth rate (𝑅) and thermal gradi-
ent (𝐺) obtained from the simulations are plotted in the so-called
‘solidification map’. The solidification map is divided into three regions
according to the analytical model proposed by Hunt [42], indicating
the nucleation propensity of fully columnar (characterised by high 𝐺∕𝑅
values), fully equiaxed (characterised by low 𝐺∕𝑅 values) and mixed
columnar-equiaxed grains. According to the Hunt’s model, the critical
gradient conditions for fully columnar and fully equiaxed grain growth
can be approximated respectively by

𝐺 > 𝜉 𝛥𝑇c
3
√

100 ⋅𝑁0

(

1 −
(

𝛥𝑇N
𝛥𝑇c

)3
)

, (8)

and

𝐺 < 𝜉 𝛥𝑇c
3
√

𝑁0

(

1 −
(

𝛥𝑇N
𝛥𝑇c

)3
)

, (9)

where, 𝜉 is a constant equal to 0.617 [42], 𝛥𝑇c the undercooling for
dendrite formation, 𝑁0 the nucleation density and 𝛥𝑇N the critical un-
dercooling for nucleation. Assuming that the tip velocity of the dendrite
is equal to the solidification growth rate 𝑅 [43], the undercooling
for dendrite formation is determined by an empirical correlation as
follows [5,44]:

𝛥𝑇 =
(𝑅)1∕𝑏

, (10)
c 𝑎
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the numerically predicted melt-pool shapes using the present computational model with the experimental measurements for (a) circular, (b) annular,
(c) square and (d) diamond laser beam shapes. Red symbols on each subfigure show the laser beam shape. Blue curves show the numerically predicted melt-pool shape. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 3. The distribution of numerically predicted grain morphologies on the solidification map based on Hunt’s model (left column) and the EBSD measurements (right column)
for different laser beam shapes. Orange symbols show the laser beam shape.
where, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are constants whose values depend on the material
and are equal to 7.325 × 10−6 and 3.12 respectively [45] for the alloy
employed in the present study. The values of nucleation density 𝑁0
and the critical undercooling for nucleation 𝛥𝑇N are taken from the lit-
erature [4,5,17] for stainless steel AISI 316L and are equal to 1015 m−3

and 10K respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model validation

Four different laser beam shapes were studied to examine the va-
lidity of the present numerical simulations in predicting the melt-pool
shape and dimensions. An Yb:YAG laser (Trumpf TruDisk 10001) with
an emission wavelength of 𝜆 = 1.030 × 10−6 m in combination with
three optical transport fibres (i.e. a 600 μm circular core fibre, a 620 μm
square core fibre and a 400∕100 μm 2-in-1 core fibre) was employed
3958
in the experiments. The focusing optics (BEO D70 Trumpf) consist of
a collimator with a focal length of 2 × 10−1 m and lenses with two
different focal lengths of 4 × 10−1 m and 6 × 10−1 m. Employing the lens
with a focal length of 6 × 10−1 m in combination with the 2-in-1 fibre,
a beam with a focal spot size of 𝑑b = 1.2 × 10−3 m and a uniform
intensity profile in the focal plane, as shown in Fig. 2, was produced.
The laser power (P) was set to 500W to locally melt a stainless
steel AISI 316L plate at a fixed travel speed of V = 2 × 10−2 ms−1.
The plate employed in the experiments had a cuboid shape with di-
mensions (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) of 100 × 250 × 10mm3. Each experimental trial was
conducted with a minimum of three repetitions to establish the replica-
bility of the outcomes. To capture the experimental melt-pool shapes,
macrographs were extracted ex-situ from middle of the melting track
and photographed using a digital microscope. Uncertainties in exper-
imental measurements of the melt-pool depth and width are about
4–7% and 2–4% respectively. Iso-surfaces of solidus temperature (𝑇s =
1658K) obtained from the numerical simulations were used to visualise
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of thermal and fluid flow fields over the melt-pool surface at three different time instances and the predicted melt-pool dimensions for circular laser beams with
Gaussian (a-c) and top-hat (d-f) intensity profiles. The laser power is 700W and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. The laser beam is perpendicular to the plate surface.
the melt-pool shape. A comparison is made between the numerically
predicted and experimentally measured melt-pool shapes for different
beams, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The maximum absolute
error in the prediction of melt-pool depth and width are less than
7% and 5% respectively, demonstrating a reasonable agreement with-
out exercising any parameter tuning. Such an error is attributed to
the simplifying assumptions made to develop the model, uncertainties
associated with modelling material properties at elevated temperatures
and experimental variations.

The numerically predicted 𝐺-𝑅 pairs for different laser beam shapes
are plotted in the solidification map, as shown in Fig. 3. The solidi-
fication map is divided into three regions according to the analytical
model proposed by Hunt [42]. EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction)
technique was used to visualise microstructural grain structure on
the transverse cross-sections of the melting track after the experiments,
and the results are shown in Fig. 3. For EBSD measurements, the
samples were further polished with colloidal silica for 50 minutes.
A Thermo Scientific Helios G4 PFIB UXe SEM equipped with an EDAX
detector was employed for EBSD analysis. A specimen tilt angle of 60◦

along with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a current of 3.2 nA was
used for data acquisition. A step size of 0.8 μm was employed for the
measurements. EBSD data processing was performed using EDAX OIM
Analysis 8 software. The examination of EBSD data shows that changes
in beam shape result in variations in the proportion of columnar grains.
The EBSD-derived percentages of columnar grains for circular, annu-
lar, square, and diamond-shaped beams are approximately 88%, 85%,
86%, and 95%, respectively. This observation demonstrates a satisfac-
tory agreement between the numerically predicted grain morphologies
following Hunt’s model and the EBSD-derived measurements.
3959
3.2. Melt-pool behaviour

Fig. 4 shows three snapshots of thermal and fluid flow fields over
the melt-pool surface for circular beams with Gaussian and top-hat in-
tensity profiles after reaching the quasi-steady-state condition. The re-
sults show that the molten metal flows from the melt-pool rim towards
its central part because of the Marangoni shear force, which agrees
with experimental observations of Mills et al. [46]. The molten metal
temperature in the central part of the pool is above the critical tem-
perature for which the value of the temperature gradient of surface
tension (d𝛾∕d𝑇 ) is positive, resulting in an outward Marangoni flow
from the central part towards the melt-pool rim. A complex unsteady
flow pattern forms in the central part of the pool where the inward
and the outward streams interact. Although the melt-pool resembles
an almost symmetric shape with respect to the 𝑦-𝑧 plane, the molten
metal flow and the temperature distribution in the pool are inherently
unsteady and asymmetric due to hydrodynamic instabilities, requiring
a transient and fully three-dimensional model to simulate transport
phenomena in the pool properly. The thermal energy absorbed by
the material diffuses through the material by conduction and advects
with fluid flow in the pool. The overall energy transfer due to heat con-
duction and advection in combination with heat loss from the material
determines the melt-pool shape; however, heat loss from the material
due to radiation and convection is about 0.3% of the absorbed laser
optical power, and thus its effect is negligible. Maximum fluid velocity
in the pool is in the order of O(0.6m s−1), resulting in a Péclet number
(Pe = 𝜌𝑐pD‖𝐮‖∕𝑘) of about 100 that signifies the dominant effect of
advection in total energy transfer.

For the process parameters studied here, the melt-pool dimensions
obtained using circular beams with top-hat and Gaussian intensity pro-
files are comparable but the peak temperature obtained using a beam
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Fig. 5. Thermal and fluid flow fields over the melt-pool surface and the predicted melt-pool shapes for different laser beam shapes after reaching the quasi-steady-state condition
(𝑡 = 0.65 s). The laser power is 700W, the beam has a uniform intensity profile and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Green symbols on each subfigure show the laser beam shape.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
with a Gaussian intensity profile is about 7% higher than that using
a beam with a top-hat intensity profile. This is because the peak beam
intensity of a Gaussian profile is higher than that of a top-hat profile for
similar laser power and focal spot diameter. However, the intensity of
the Gaussian beam rapidly reduces to values less than that of the top-
hat beam when moving away from the pool centre. The greater peak
temperature at the pool centre obtained using the Gaussian beam
also results in higher absorptivity of laser energy that increases with
temperature [13]. Accordingly, the magnitudes of temperature gradient
and Marangoni shear force for the case with a Gaussian intensity profile
are greater than those with a top-hat intensity profile, resulting in more
sensitivity to spatial disturbances when using a beam with a Gaussian
intensity profile. The maximum fluid velocity predicted for the case
with a Gaussian intensity profile seems to be generally lower than
that with a top-hat intensity profile, which is attributed to the greater
outward Marangoni force in the former case.

Melt-pool behaviour in laser melting cannot be characterised solely
based on laser power, spot size, travel speed and material properties;
3960
and information about beam shape and laser intensity profile is also
required. Reshaping the laser beam can lead to changes in power den-
sity Pd and interaction time (𝑡i), the product of which results in energy
density Ed [47] that critically affects the melt-pool behaviour [48].
Fig. 5 shows the numerically predicted temperature distribution and
velocity vectors over the melt-pool surface and melt-pool shape for
different laser beam shapes with uniform intensity profiles. For all
the beam shapes studied here, an inward flow from the melt-pool
rim is observed over the surface that collides with an outward flow
close to the pool centre, the interaction of which leads to the for-
mation of vortex flow over the surface that enhances fluid mixing in
the pool. Although the total heat input to the material is almost iden-
tical for different beam shapes,1 the predicted melt-pool dimensions

1 The value of laser absorptivity depends on surface temperature, material
composition and laser beam incidence angle [37]. Such effects are accounted
for in the absorptivity model employed in the present numerical simulations.
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Fig. 6. The effects of laser beam incidence angle on thermal and fluid flow fields over the melt-pool surface and the pool shapes after reaching quasi-steady-state condition
(𝑡 = 0.65 s). The laser beam is perpendicular to the 𝑥-𝑦 plane in subfigure a. Beam shape in subfigure b is produced by inclining the beam about both 𝑥 and 𝑦 axes by 45◦. Beam
shapes in subfigures c and d are produced by inclining the beam about the 𝑦-axis by 45◦ and 60◦ respectively. Similarly, beam shapes in subfigures e and f are produced by inclining
the beam about the 𝑥-axis by 45◦ and 60◦ respectively. The laser power is 700W, the beam has a (pseudo-)Gaussian intensity profile and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Green
symbols on each subfigure show the laser beam shape. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
differ considerably. The results show that there is not necessarily a one-
to-one relationship between energy density and melt-pool volume,
hence employing the concept of energy density is insufficient to explain
changes in melt-pool dimensions obtained using different beam shapes.
Assuming that the average laser absorptivity is similar for different
beam shapes, it can be argued, based on the conservation of energy

Hence, the total energy input to the material is not necessarily the same for
different cases studied in the present work.
3961
principle, that the material’s total enthalpy must be identical when em-
ploying different beam shapes because the total heat input is the same.
Therefore, variations in the thermal field should also be accounted for
in addition to the energy density to explain the difference between
melt-pool shapes obtained using different beam shapes. Changes in
the pool shape also lead to changes in the direction and magnitude of
temperature gradients, affecting the grain morphology of the material
after solidification [49].

Elliptical beam shapes with different energy densities can be pro-
duced by changing the incidence angle of circular laser beams. A
change in the laser beam incidence angle not only distorts the beam
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Fig. 7. Surface profile of the bead obtained from the numerical simulations for different laser beam shapes (𝑡 = 0.65 s). The laser power is 700W, the beam has a uniform intensity
profile and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Orange symbols on each subfigure show the laser beam shape. Negative values of 𝑧 indicate surface elevation. Bead deformation
values over the melt track, excluding the molten region, were employed to compute mean bead deformations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
shape but also affects the laser absorptivity and hence the total energy
input to the material. Fig. 6 shows the numerically predicted temper-
ature distribution and velocity vectors over the melt-pool surface and
the pool shape for different laser beam incidence angles with (pseudo-
)Gaussian intensity profiles. The flow pattern obtained using inclined
beams seems similar to that obtained using the respective circular
beam, and the molten metal flows from the melt-pool rim toward
its centre. The melt-pool shape projected on the 𝑥-𝑧 plane resembles
a symmetric shape for all the laser beam inclination angles except those
where the beam is inclined about both 𝑥 and 𝑦 axes (see Fig. 6(b)).
For the cases studied in the present work where an Yb:YAG laser with
an emission wavelength of 1.030 × 10−6 m is employed, the average
absorptivity of stainless steel AISI 316L increases by 2%–3% and 8%–
12% by increasing the inclination angle from 0◦ to 45◦ and 60◦

respectively [13]. Although total energy input to the material increases
by inclining the laser beam due to enhanced laser absorptivity, power
density decreases with increasing the inclination angle because of
the considerable increase in the spot area A (41.4% for an inclination
angle of 45◦ and 99.4% for an inclination angle of 60◦). When the laser
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spot is elongated in the transverse direction (i.e. inclining the beam
about the 𝑦-axis), the interaction time remains the same as that of
the circular beam; therefore, the overall effect of inclining the laser
beam is a decrease in the energy density and thus the melt-pool depth
and peak temperature. Similarly, the power density decreases when
the spot is elongated in the scanning direction because of the increased
spot area; however, decrease in the energy density is less than that
of the case with a laser spot elongated in the transverse direction
due to the increased interaction time. Hence, deeper melt-pools are
observed when the beam is elongated in the scanning direction com-
pared to those where the spot is elongated in the transverse direction.
The present numerical results agree with the experimental observa-
tions reported in the literature [8,15,18,50] for conduction-mode laser
melting.

3.3. Bead profile

Bead profile and surface quality after laser melting are influenced
by the thermal and fluid flow fields in the melt-pool. Fig. 7 shows
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Fig. 8. Surface profile of the bead obtained from the numerical simulations for different laser beam incidence angles (𝑡 = 0.65 s). The laser power is 700W, the beam has
a (pseudo-)Gaussian intensity profile and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Orange symbols on each subfigure show the laser beam shape. Negative values of 𝑧 indicate surface
elevation. Bead deformation values over the melt track, excluding the molten region, were employed to compute mean bead deformations. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the surface profile of the bead measured in the 𝑧 direction with refer-
ence to the un-melted surface and the arithmetic mean of the absolute
bead deformation (|

|

𝑧b||) for different laser beam shapes with uniform
intensity profiles. The bead surface is elevated in the central region of
the melt track due to inward molten metal flow during laser melting for
all the beam shapes shown in Fig. 7. Since the mass of the workpiece is
almost unchanged during the process (i.e. vaporisation of the material
and changes in the material density are negligible in conduction-
mode laser melting), the bead surface is depressed in regions close
to the outer boundaries of the track. The mean bead deformations
obtained using circular, annular and square beam shapes appear to be
similar and in the order of 12 μm that is lower than those obtained
using diamond and triangular beam shapes, which can be attributed
to the lower energy densities of the former cases. For some cases,
the crest trail of the bead shows a wavy pattern that is due to molten
metal flow instabilities during laser melting. Although no humping
defect is observed for the cases studied in the present work, the surface
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profile obtained using the diamond beam shape (Fig. 7(d)) suggests that
the bead could be prone to a humping defect.

Fig. 8 shows the surface profile of the bead for different laser beam
shapes with (pseudo-)Gaussian intensity profiles. The bead surface
produced using the circular beam with a Gaussian intensity profile
shows solidified waves that result from pulsating molten metal flow
instabilities [12,37,51]. Elongation of the laser spot in the transverse
direction increases the bead width and seems to have an insignificant
influence on the mean bead deformation. In contrast, elongation of
the laser spot in the scanning direction does not change the bead
width and reduces the mean bead deformation. The results indicate that
inclining the beam about the 𝑦-axis by 60◦ (Fig. 8(f)) results in irregular
surface deformations that can be ascribed to the flow instabilities in the
melt pool. The bead profile obtained using a beam inclined about both
𝑥 and 𝑦 axes (Fig. 8(d)) differs from the other cases and is elevated in
regions close to one edge of the melt track and is depressed in regions
close to the other edge. The results show that the laser beam inclination
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot of 𝐺-𝑅 data on the solidification map for different laser beam shapes with uniform intensity profiles after reaching quasi-steady-state condition (𝑡 = 0.65 s).
The laser power is 700W and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Orange symbols show the laser beam shape. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
angle can be utilised as a potential means to control bead profile in laser
melting processes.

3.4. Microstructural grain morphology

The present high-fidelity numerical predictions revealed that laser
beam shaping significantly affects the melt-pool shape and thermal and
fluid flow fields in conduction-mode laser melting. This can lead to
changes in the material’s microstructural grain structure and macro-
scopic properties after solidification. The distribution of 𝐺-𝑅 pairs on
the solidification map are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for different laser
beam shapes and inclination angles respectively. The results suggest
that changing the laser beam shape leads to the variation of the ratio of
columnar to equiaxed grains. Since the travel speed was the same in all
the simulations, the value of solidification growth rate 𝑅, which scales
with the travel speed (see Eq. (6)), is similar for all the cases. However,
the value of temperature gradient 𝐺 ranges between 4 × 105 Km−1 and
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7 × 106 Km−1 for different laser beam shapes and inclination angles
studied in the present work. Due to the large magnitude of temperature
gradients in conduction-mode laser melting (O(106) K), it is unlikely
that equiaxed grains nucleate homogeneously during solidification [52,
53]. Grid points located at the melt-pool tail on the track centreline
are the farthest points from the centroid of the laser spot and have
the lowest temperature gradient 𝐺 and the highest solidification growth
rate 𝑅 (i.e. the lowest 𝐺∕𝑅); hence, equiaxed and mixed columnar-
equiaxed grains are more likely to form in that region. For partially
penetrated melt-pools, the highest 𝐺∕𝑅 values are found at the fusion
boundary and close to the melt-pool bottom and sides since the solidifi-
cation growth rate 𝑅 is minimum at those locations; thus, non-equiaxed
(i.e. planar, cellular and columnar) grains are expected to form in those
regions [3].

The results presented in Fig. 9 indicate that changing the beam
shape from circular shape leads to a decrease in the nucleation propen-
sity of fully-columnar grains except for the diamond beam shape.
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Fig. 10. Scatter plot of 𝐺-𝑅 data on the solidification map for different laser beam inclination angles with Gaussian intensity profiles after reaching quasi-steady-state condition
(𝑡 = 0.65 s). The laser power is 700W and the travel speed is 1.5 × 10−2 ms−1. Orange symbols show the laser beam shape. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Calculating the percentage of 𝐺-𝑅 pairs located in the mixed columnar-
equiaxed region for different laser beam shapes, it is found that em-
ploying backward triangular (7.0%), annular (6.4%) and square (6.0%)
beam shapes results in the highest nucleation propensity of equiaxed
grains. The distribution of 𝐺-𝑅 pairs in Fig. 10 indicate that elongation
of the laser spot in the transverse direction decreases the nucleation
propensity of fully-columnar grains that can be ascribed to the decrease
in the magnitude of temperature gradient 𝐺 at the melt-pool tail.
Elongation of laser spot in the scanning direction by inclining the beam
by 45◦ seems to have insignificant effect on the nucleation propensity
of fully-columnar grains; however further increase in the inclination
angle to 60◦ leads to an increase in the nucleation propensity of fully-
columnar grains. This is because melt-pool elongation in the scanning
direction results in an increase in the average angle between the max-
imum heat flow direction and the scanning direction (𝛼), leading to
a decrease in the solidification growth rate (𝑅) and an increase in
the value of 𝐺∕𝑅.
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4. Conclusions

The effects of laser beam shaping on melt-pool behaviour, solid-
ified bead profile and microstructural gain morphology were stud-
ied comprehensively through high-fidelity numerical experiments for
conduction-mode laser melting of stainless steel AISI 316L. Three-
dimensional unsteady numerical simulations were performed to exam-
ine the effects of laser beam intensity profile, shape and inclination
angle on the melt-pool behaviour. Critical physical phenomena in
laser melting such as temporal and spatial variations of absorptivity,
heat and fluid flow dynamics, solidification and melting, and free-
surface oscillations were accounted for in the present computational
model. Moreover, experiments were performed using different laser
beam shapes and the validity of the present numerical predictions was
demonstrated. Based on the results of the present work, the following
conclusions are drawn.
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• Altering the laser intensity profile leads to changes in the ther-
mal and fluid flow fields in the melt pool, which in turn af-
fect the melt-pool dimensions, melt-track bead profile and grain
morphology. Moreover, the sensitivity of melt-pool responses to
spatial and temporal disturbances, and hence process stability,
depend on the laser-intensity profile.

• For identical processing parameters, reshaping the laser beam can
change the energy density that affects the melt-pool behaviour.
However, variations in the melt-pool shape and volume caused by
laser beam shaping cannot be described solely based on the con-
cept of energy density, and the material’s total enthalpy should
be taken into consideration.

• Inclining the laser beam not only distorts the beam shape but
also affects the laser absorptivity and hence total energy input
to the material. However, the increase in the absorptivity due
to laser beam inclination is considerably less than the increase
in the spot area; thus, the overall effect of laser beam inclina-
tion is a reduction in the power density. Employing identical
processing parameters and inclination angles, a deeper melt-pool
was observed when the laser spot was elongated in the scanning
direction compared to the case in which the spot was elongated in
the transverse direction, which can be ascribed to the increased
interaction time in the former case.

• Laser beam shaping has a notable effect on melt-track bead profile
and can be utilised as a potential means to control bead profile
in laser welding and additive manufacturing.

• Laser beam shaping significantly affects microstructural grain
morphology by influencing the thermal gradient and solidifica-
tion growth rate. The present findings demonstrate that the ma-
terial’s microstructure, and thus its macroscopic properties, can
be adjusted locally through laser beam shaping.

The findings of the present work provide an improved insight into
he effects of laser beam shaping in laser welding and additive manufac-
uring. The simulation-based approach developed in the present work
ffers new routes for design space exploration and process optimisation.

Future research in this area could focus on advancing the optimisa-
ion of laser beam shaping for laser-based additive manufacturing. One
romising avenue is to explore multi-objective optimisation techniques
hat consider not only the melt-pool behaviour and bead profile but also
he microstructural grain morphology. This would enable the develop-
ent of tailor-made microstructures with desired properties for specific

pplications. Data-driven approaches, combining experimental data
ith numerical simulations, could be employed to create predictive
odels that guide the selection of optimal laser beam intensity pro-

iles for achieving precise control over microstructural characteristics.
dditionally, investigating the influence of various process parameters
nd materials on the interaction between laser beam shaping and mi-
rostructure could open new avenues for tailoring material properties
n additive manufacturing, enhancing the design and performance of
dditively manufactured components.
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